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Abstract
This thesis presents a new framework for constituting a group of dependent com-
pletely random measures, unifying and extending methods in the literature. The de-
pendent completely random measures are constructed based on a shared completely
random measure, which is extended to the covariate space, and further differenti-
ated by the covariate information associated with the data for which the completely
random measures serve as priors. As a concrete example of the flexibility provided
by the framework, a group of dependent feature learning measures are constructed
based on a shared beta process, with Gaussian processes applied to build adaptive
dependencies learnt from the practical data, denoted as the Gaussian beta process.
Experiment results are presented for gene-expression series data (time as covariate),
as well as digital image data (spatial location as covariate).
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1Introduction
The work presented in this thesis is proposed under the motivation to represent
the possible dependencies among the real-world data in the feature learning tasks.
A nonparametric tool for the feature learning is the beta process (BP), which was
developed originally by Hjort (Hjort, 1990) as a Le´vy process prior for “hazard mea-
sures”, and was recently extended for use in feature learning (Thibaux and Jordan,
2007b), we therefore here refer to it as a “feature-learning measure.” It has recently
been proved (Wang and Carin, 2012) that the beta process is the limit of the Indian
buffet process (IBP) (Griffiths and Ghahramani, 2005) whose metaphor implies that
the data samples serve as “customers”, and the potential features serve as “dishes”.
The BP can also be integrated with the factor analysis model (Paisley and Carin,
2009), in which one wishes to infer a concise number of factors needed to represent
the data of interest.
Based on the feature models centered with the BP, an important line of research
concerns removal of the assumption of exchangeability, allowing incorporation of
covariates (e.g., spatial/temporal coordinates that may be available with the data).
And the kernel beta process (KBP) (Ren et al., 2011a) yields an uncountable number
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of covariate-dependent feature-learning measures, with the beta process a special
case. With the KBP, the dependencies among the real-world data are represented
with the covariate-parameterized kernel functions.
In this thesis we further develop a general framework for building dependencies
among a group of completely random measures (CRMs). The KBP is demonstrated
to be a special case of the framework, with the corresponding Le´vy measures pre-
sented. As an application of this framework, we develop a model of a group of
dependent CRMs for feature learning. The model is denoted GBP, because of its use
of a Gaussian process (GP) (Rasmussen and Williams, 2006) and generalization of
a beta process (BP). A salutary characteristics of the GBP is that the dependencies
are learned via the GP and are adapted to the data, unlike the KBP and other re-
lated kernel-based methods, for which dependencies are pre-defined by fixed kernel
functions. Rather than directly imposing a kernel to modify an existing CRM, the
covariates are used to place constraints on auxiliary functions, drawn in practice from
a GP. These auxiliary functions are used to impose dependencies on the associated
CRMs. This approach is less sensitive to selection of the kernel function (here used
in the GP), as the kernel appears deeper in the model. We also develop a concise and
conjugate Gibbs sampler for the inference of the GBP, by leveraging recent results
from (Polson et al., 2012).
The thesis is organized as follows: first in Chapter 2 we review the definition
and properties of the beta process. Next in Chapter 3 we discuss the kernel beta
process designed to describe the dependencies among the data in feature learning
tasks. Last in Chapter 4, we present the framework of building dependent CRMs
and the GBP as a specific example. We also show the performance of the GBP on
various real-world datasets, and compare with the KBP and BP.
2
2Beta Process
Before the beta process is formally introduced, we briefly review the Le´vy pro-
cesses (Sato, 1999) and completely random measures (Kingman, 1967), which are
two closely related concepts since they both demand the independence property. In
fact, these two categories are overlapped with the beta process lies in their intersec-
tion.
2.1 Le´vy process
2.1.1 Definition of Le´vy process
A Le´vy process Xpωq is a stochastic process with independent increments on a mea-
sure space pΩ,Fq. Ω is usually taken to be one-dimensional, frequently to represent
a stochastic process with variation over time. A stochastic process Xpωq is a Le´vy
process if it satisfies the three following conditions (Applebaum, 2009):
1. XpHq “ 0 (almost surely);
2. Xpωq has independent and stationary increments;
3. Xpωq is stochastically continuous;
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In some situations we loose the second condition and also call a stochastic process
with non-stationary increments as Le´vy process. For the beta process example, this
corresponds to the case when the concentration function cpωq is not a constant, i.e.,
the inhomogeneous beta process. The beta process is reviewed in Section 2.3.
2.1.2 Pure-jump nondecreasing Le´vy process and its underlying Poisson process
By the Le´vy-Itoˆ decomposition (Sato, 1999), a Le´vy process can be decomposed into
a continuous Brownian motion with drift, and a discrete part of a pure-jump process.
When a Le´vy process Xpωq only has the discrete part and its jumps are positive,
then for @A P F the characteristic function of the random variable XpAq is given
by:
EtejuXpAqu “ expt
ż
R`ˆA
pejup ´ 1qνpdp, dωqu (2.1)
with ν satisfying the integrability condition (Sato, 1999). The expression in (2.1)
defines a category of pure-jump nondecreasing Le´vy processes, including most of the
Le´vy processes currently used in nonparametric Bayesian methods, such as the beta,
gamma, Bernoulli, and negative binomial processes. With (2.1), such a Le´vy process
can be regarded as a Poisson point process on the product space R` ˆ Ω with the
mean measure ν, called the Le´vy measure. On the other hand, if the increments of
Xpωq on any measurable set A P F are regarded as a random measure assigned on
the set, then Xpωq is also a completely random measure. Due to this equivalence, in
the following discussion we will not discriminate the pure-jump nondecreasing Le´vy
process X with its corresponding completely random measure Φ.
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2.2 Completely random measure
2.2.1 Definition of completely random measure
A random measure Φ on a measure space pΩ,Fq is termed “completely random” if for
any disjoint sets A1,A2,A2, ¨ ¨ ¨ P F the random variables ΦpA1q,ΦpA2q,ΦpA3q, ¨ ¨ ¨
are independent. A completely random measure Φ can be split into three independent
components:
Φ “ Φf ` Φd ` Φo (2.2)
where Φf “ řωPI φpωqδω is the fixed component, with the atoms in I fixed and the
jump φpωq random; I is a countable set in F . The deterministic component Φd is a
deterministic measure on pΩ,Fq. Φf and Φd are relatively less interesting compared
to the third component Φo, which is called the ordinary component of Φ. According
to (Kingman, 1967), Φo is discrete with both random atoms and jumps.
2.2.2 Le´vy measure decomposition
In (Kingman, 1967), it is noted that Φo can be further split into a countable number
of independent parts:
Φo “
ÿ
k
Φk, Φk “
ÿ
pφpωq,ωqPΠk
φpωqδω (2.3)
Denote ν as the Le´vy measure of (the Le´vy process corresponding to) Φo, νk as the
Le´vy measure of Φk, Π a Poisson process with ν its mean measure, and Πk a Poisson
process with νk its mean measure; (2.3) further yields:
ν “
ÿ
k
νk, Π “
ď
k
Πk (2.4)
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which provides a constructive method for Φo: first construct the Poisson process Πk
underlying Φk, and then with the superposition theorem (Kingman, 1993) the union
of Πk will be a realization of Φo.
2.3 Beta process
A beta process was first proposed by (Hjort, 1990) in survival analysis. Beta process
is a Le´vy process with beta-distributed increments. B „ BPpcpωq, µq is a beta process
if
Bpdωq „ Betapcpωqµpdωq, cpωqp1´ µpdωqqq (2.5)
where µ is the base measure on measure space pΩ,Fq and a positive function cpωq the
concentration function. Expression (2.5) indicates that the increments of the beta
process are independent, which makes it a special case of the Le´vy process family.
The Le´vy measure of the beta process is
νpdpi, dωq “ cpωqpi´1p1´ piqcpωq´1dpiµpdωq (2.6)
where Betap0, cpωqq “ cpωqpi´1p1´piqcpωq´1 is an improper beta distribution since its
integral over p0, 1q is infinite. As a result, its underlying Poisson process, i.e., the
Poisson process with ν as its mean measure on the product space Ωˆp0, 1q, denoted
Π, has an infinite number of points drawn from ν, yielding
B “
8ÿ
i“1
piiδωi (2.7)
where pii is the jump (increment) which happens at the atom ωi. Real variable
γ “ µpΩq is termed the mass parameter of B, and we assume γ ă 8.
6
Figure 2.1: Beta process: Top row: beta process with a Gaussian base measure.
Bottom row: 100 independent Bernoulli processes with the beta process as the
prior.
7
3Kernel Beta Process
KBP is a new Le´vy process prior which yields an uncountable number of covariate-
dependent feature-learning measures, with the beta process a special case (Ren et al.,
2011a). This model may be interpreted as inferring covariates xi˚ for each feature
(dish), indexed by i. The generative process by which the nth data sample, with
covariates xn, selects features may be viewed as a two-step process. First the nth
customer (data sample) decides whether to “examine” dish i by drawing z
p1q
ni „
BernoullipKpxn,xi˚ ;ψi˚ qq, where ψi˚ are dish-dependent kernel parameters that are
also inferred (the tψi˚ u defining the meaning of proximity/locality in covariate space).
The kernels are designed to satisfy Kpxn,xi˚ ;ψi˚ q P p0, 1s, Kpxi˚ ,xi˚ ;ψi˚ q “ 1, and
Kpxn,xi˚ ;ψi˚ q Ñ 0 as }xn ´ xi˚ }2 Ñ 8. In the second step, if zp1qni “ 1, customer
n draws z
p2q
ni „ Bernoullippiiq, and if zp2qni “ 1, the feature associated with dish i
is employed by data sample n. The parameters txi˚ , ψi˚ , piiu are inferred by the
model. After computing the posterior distribution on model parameters, the number
of kernels required to represent the measures is defined by the number of features
employed from the buffet (typically small relative to the data size); this is a significant
computational savings relative to (Zhou et al., 2011; Williamson et al., 2010), for
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which the complexity of the model is tied to the number of data samples, even if a
small number of features are ultimately employed.
3.1 Review of beta-Bernoulli processes
For a beta process B „ BPpc, B0q, where cpωq is the concentration function and B0
the base measure, the Le´vy measure of BPpc, B0q is given by
νpdpi, dωq “ cpωqpi´1p1´ piqcpωq´1dpiB0pdωq (3.1)
To draw B, one draws a set of points pωi, piiq P Ωˆ r0, 1s from a Poisson process
with measure ν, yielding
B “
8ÿ
i“1
piiδωi (3.2)
where δωi is a unit point measure at ωi; B is therefore a discrete measure, with
probability one. The infinite sum in (3.2) is a consequence of drawing Poissonpλq
atoms tωi, piiu, with λ “
ş
Ω
ş
r0,1s νpdω, dpiq “ 8. Additionally, for any set A Ă F ,
BpAq “ ři: ωiPA pii.
If Zn „ BePpBq is the nth draw from a Bernoulli process, with B defined as in
(3.2), then
Zn “
8ÿ
i“1
bniδωi , bni „ Bernoullippiiq (3.3)
A set of N such draws, tZnun“1,N , may be used to define whether feature ωi P Ω is
utilized to represent the nth data sample, where bni “ 1 if feature ωi is employed,
and bni “ 0 otherwise. One may marginalize out the measure B analytically, yielding
conditional probabilities for the tZnu that correspond to the Indian buffet process
(Thibaux and Jordan, 2007b; Griffiths and Ghahramani, 2005).
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3.2 Covariate-dependent Le´vy process
In the above beta-Bernoulli construction, the same measure B „ BPpc, B0q is em-
ployed for generation of all tZnu, implying that each of the N samples have the same
probabilities tpiiu for use of the respective features tωiu. We now assume that with
each of the N samples of interest there are an associated set of covariates, denoted
respectively as txnu, with each xn P X . We wish to impose that if samples n and
n1 have similar covariates xn and xn1 , that it is probable that they will employ a
similar subset of the features tωiu; if the covariates are distinct it is less probable
that feature sharing will be manifested.
Generalizing (3.2), consider
B “
8ÿ
i“1
γiδωi , ωi „ B0 (3.4)
where γi “ tγipxq : x P X u is a stochastic process (random function) from X Ñ r0, 1s
(drawn independently from the tωiu). Hence, B is a dependent collection of Le´vy
processes with the measure specific to covariate x P X being Bx “ ř8i“1 γipxqδωi .
This constitutes a general specification, with several interesting special cases. For
example, one might consider γipxq “ gtµipxqu, where g : RÑ r0, 1s is any monotone
differentiable link function and µipxq : X Ñ R may be modeled as a Gaussian
process (Rasmussen and Williams, 2006), or related kernel-based construction. To
choose gtµipxqu one can potentially use models for the predictor-dependent breaks
in probit, logistic or kernel stick-breaking processes (Rodriguez and Dunson, 2009;
Ren et al., 2011b; Dunson and Park, 2008). In the remainder of this chapter we
propose a special case for design of γipxq, termed the kernel beta process (KBP).
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3.3 Characteristic function of the kernel beta process
Recall from Hjort (Hjort, 1990) that B „ BPpcpωq, B0q is a beta process on measure
space pΩ,Fq if its characteristic function satisfies
ErejuBpAqs “ expt
ż
r0,1sˆA
pejupi ´ 1qνpdpi, dωqu (3.5)
where here j “ ?´1, and A is any subset in F . The beta process is a particular
class of the Le´vy process, with νpdpi, dωq defined as in (3.1).
For kernel Kpx,x˚;ψ˚q, let x P X , x˚ P X , and ψ˚ P Ψ; it is assumed that
Kpx,x˚;ψ˚q P r0, 1s for all x, x˚ and ψ˚. As a specific example, for the radial
basis function Kpx,x˚;ψ˚q “ expr´ψ˚}x´ x˚}2s, where ψ˚ P R`. Let x˚ represent
random variables drawn from probability measure H, with support on X , and ψ˚
is also a random variable drawn from an appropriate probability measure Q with
support over Ψ (e.g., in the context of the radial basis function, ψ˚ are drawn from
a probability measure with support over R`). We now define a new Le´vy measure
νX “ Hpdx˚qQpdψ˚qνpdpi, dωq (3.6)
where νpdpi, dωq is the Le´vy measure associated with the beta process, defined in
(3.1).
Theorem 1 Assume parameters txi˚ , ψi˚ , pii, ωiu are drawn from measure νX in (3.6),
and that the following measure is constituted
Bx “
8ÿ
i“1
piiKpx,x˚i ;ψ˚i qδωi (3.7)
which may be evaluated for any covariate x P X . For any finite set of covariates
S “ tx1, . . . ,x|S|u, we define the |S|-dimensional random vector
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K “ pKpx1,x˚;ψ˚q, . . . , Kpx|S|,x˚;ψ˚qqT , with random variables x˚ and ψ˚ drawn
from H and Q, respectively. For any set A Ă F , the B evaluated at covariates S, on
the set A, yields an |S|-dimensional random vector BpAq “ pBx1pAq, . . . ,Bx|S|pAqqT ,
where BxpAq “ ři: ωiPA piiKpx,xi˚ ;ψi˚ q. Expression (3.7) is a covariate-dependent
Le´vy process with Le´vy measure (3.6), and characteristic function for an arbitrary
set of covariates S satisfying
Erejău,BpAqąs “ expt
ż
XˆΨˆr0,1sˆA
pejău,Kpią ´ 1qνX pdx˚, dψ˚, dpi, dωqu (3.8)
l
A proof is provided in the Appendix. Additionally, for notational convenience,
below a draw of (3.7), valid for all covariates in X , is denoted B „ KBPpc, B0, H,Qq,
with c and B0 defining νpdpi, dωq in (3.1).
3.4 Relationship to the beta-Bernoulli process
If the covariate-dependent measure Bx in (3.7) is employed to define covariate-
dependent feature usage, then Zx „ BePpBxq, generalizing (3.3). Hence, given
txi˚ , ψi˚ , piiu, the feature-usage measure is Zx “
ř8
i“1 bxiδωi , with
bxi „ BernoullippiiKpx,xi˚ ;ψi˚ qq. Note that it is equivalent in distribution to express
bxi “ zp1qxi zp2qxi , with zp1qxi „ BernoullipKpx,xi˚ ;ψi˚ qq and zp2qxi „ Bernoullippiiq. This
model therefore yields the two-step generalization of the generative process of the
beta-Bernoulli process discussed in the Introduction. The condition z
p1q
xi “ 1 only
has a high probability when observed covariates x are near the (latent/inferred) co-
variates xi˚ . It is deemed attractive that this intuitive generative process comes as a
result of a rigorous Le´vy process construction, the properties of which are summa-
rized next.
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3.5 Properties of B
For all Borel subsets A P F , if B is drawn from the KBP and for covariates x,x1 P X ,
we have
ErBxpAqs “ B0pAqEpKxq
CovpBxpAq,Bx1pAqq “ EpKxKx1q
ż
A
B0pdωqp1´B0pdωqq
cpωq ` 1 (3.9)
´CovpKx, Kx1q
ż
AB20pdωq
where, EpKxq “
ş
XˆΨKpx,x˚;ψ˚qHpdx˚qQpdψ˚q. If Kpx,x˚;ψ˚q “ 1 for all x P X ,
EpKxq “ EpKxKx1q “ 1, and CovpKx, Kx1q “ 0, and the above results reduce to the
those for the original BP (Thibaux and Jordan, 2007b).
Assume cpωq “ c, where c P R` is a constant, and let
Kx “ pKpx,x1˚ ;ψ1˚ q, Kpx,x2˚ ;ψ2˚ q, . . . qT represent an infinite-dimensional vector,
then for fixed kernel parameters txi˚ , ψi˚ u,
CorrpBxpAq,Bx1pAqq “ ăKx,Kx1 ą}Kx}2 ¨ }Kx1}2 (3.10)
where it is assumed ă Kx,Kx1 ą, }Kx}2, }Kx1}2 are finite; the latter condition is
always met when we (in practice) truncate the number of terms used in (3.7). The
expression in (3.10) clearly imposes the desired property of high correlation in Bx
and Bx1 when x and x1 are proximate.
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4Gaussian beta process
For the kernel beta process discussed in Chapter 3, the underlying Poisson process
of the beta process is marked with the covariate-parameterized kernel function, thus
introduce dependencies represented by the covariates inherent in the data. In this
chapter we show that such marking principle can be generalized than only using
fixed kernel functions. To be specific, we develop a general framework for building
dependencies among a group of CRMs, unifying and extending common features
shared by the dependent CRMs that have emerged recently in the literature. A
rigorous theoretical basis is provided for the proposed approach, with derivation of
general expressions for the associated Le´vy-Khinchine formula and Le´vy measure.
4.1 Marked Poisson Process
In this section we briefly review the marked Poisson process. Assume there is a CRM
B in the form of (2.7), with its underlying Poisson process Π of the mean measure
νpdpi, dωq on the product space R` ˆ Ω. Then by the Marking Theorem (Kingman,
1993), with a transition probability ppx|pi, ωq, Π can be marked to form a Poisson
14
process Π˚ of the mean measure ν˚ on an augmented space X ˆ R` ˆ Ω:
ν˚pdx, dpi, dωq “ ppdx|pi, ωqνpdpi, dωq (4.1)
with the points of Π˚ denoted as txi, pii, ωiu8i“1.
4.2 Dependent CRMs
In this section the framework of the covariate-incorporated dependent CRMs is pre-
sented. To make such incorporation possible, the underlying Poisson process of the
shared CRM is extended to the covariate space with a marked Poisson process; next
another marked Poisson process is applied to generate jumps (on the covariate space)
differentiated by the covariates; finally a coupling function combines these jumps with
the jumps of the shared CRM (on the feature space), forming the dependent CRMs.
4.2.1 Basic Framework
Covariate set: In practice we are interested in modeling N data samples, with
txnun“1:N the covariates associated with the data. A group of dependent CRMs
tBnun“1:N are to be constructed to model these data samples. The locations of
txnun“1:N in the covariate space X represent the relationships between these N data
samples, which imply the dependencies among tBnun“1:N .
Two-step marked Poisson processes: Let B be the CRM and Π its underly-
ing Poisson process shared in the construction of tBnun“1:N , as described in Chapter
2. Since the spaces X and Ω are usually not same, in order to incorporate the co-
variate information, Π is marked to a Poisson process Π˚ on the extended space
X ˆ R` ˆ Ω with a transition law p1px|pi, ωq, as described in Section 4.1.
Then Π˚ is further marked with a covariate-parameterized transition law,
p2ptgnun“1:N |txnun“1:N , xq, to a Poisson process ΠX on the space RN ˆX ˆR` ˆΩ.
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For ΠX , its components on RN are vectors tgiu8i“1, where gi “ rg1i , g2i , ¨ ¨ ¨ , gNi s are
dependent jumps generated by p2. And the point set tgi, xi, pii, ωiu8i“1 forms the
Poisson process ΠX , with the covariate information incorporated into gi. Since both
p1 and p2 are appropriate probability laws, Π
X is a well-defined Poisson process by
the Marking Theorem.
Coupling function: The coupling function f : RˆR` Ñ R` is a fixed function
to combined tgiu8i“1 and tpiiu8i“1 to form the dependent CRMs tBnun“1:N on Ω. The
CRM Bn, 1 ď n ď N , can be expressed in the series form
Bn “
8ÿ
i“1
fpgni , piiqδωi (4.2)
with fpgni , piiq the jump of Bn at ωi. f needs to satisfy certain conditions to guar-
antee tBnun“1:N as well-defined CRMs. Here we give a simple sufficient condition:
(i) fp¨, 0q “ 0 (for initial condition); (ii) non-negativity (for validity of measures);
(iii) continuity (for stochastic continuity). Detailed discussion is presented in the
Appendix.
Then with the covariate information of txnun“1:N being integrated into the jump
fpgni , piiq of Bn, a group of dependent CRMs tBnun“1:N are constructed, where the
dependencies are jointly determined by the covariates txnun“1:N , marked Poisson
processes p1, p2, and coupling function f . As a concrete example, we present the
dependency form of the GBP model in Section 4.3.4.
Characteristic function and Le´vy measure: tBnun“1:N can be regarded as a
Le´vy process BX with N -dimensional jumps fi “ rfpg1i , piiq, fpg2i , piiq, ¨ ¨ ¨ , fpgNi , piiqs
at ωi, with Π
X its underlying Poisson process. For notation conciseness, denote
g “ rg1, g2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , gN s, BX pAq “ rB1pAq, B2pAq, ¨ ¨ ¨ , BNpAqs,
f “ rfpg1, piq, fpg2, piq, ¨ ¨ ¨ , fpgN , piqs. With the Marking Theorem, the Le´vy measure
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of BX is given by
νX “ p2pg|txnun“1:N , xqdgp1px|pi, ωqdxνpdpi, dωq (4.3)
With the Campbell’s Theorem (Kingman, 1993), the Le´vy-Khinchine formula of BX
is given by
Erejxu,BX pAqys “
expt
ż
RNˆXˆR`ˆA
pejxu,fy ´ 1qνX pdg, dx, dpi, dωqu
(4.4)
4.2.2 Some Examples
The framework described in Section 4.2.1 can be used to build diversified dependency
forms. It unifies some existing models of dependent CRMs, such as the spatial
normalized gamma process (SNΓP) (Rao and Teh, 2009), the kernel beta process
(KBP) (Ren et al., 2011a), and the thinned Poisson process (Foti et al., 2013).
For simplicity, we present the marginal Le´vy measure νn of a Bn in the group of
dependent CRMs and the coupling function f , for the KBP and thinned Poisson
process.
Kernel beta process: In KBP, a fixed kernel function is applied for g which
corresponds to a p2 in the delta function form. With g marginalized out in RN ,
fpgn, piq “ Kpxn, x, ψqpi νn “ p1px, ψqν (4.5)
where ν is the Le´vy measure of the beta process B, ψ is the precision of the kernel
function K. The dependency form of KBP is fixed with Kpxn, xi, ψq. By relating
atom ωi with xi, data with covariates x
n in the vicinity of xi, where “vicinity” is
tuned by kernel parameter ψ, are more probable to use atom ωi.
Thinned Poisson process: The thinned Poisson process is another example of
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the framework when p2 is a Bernoulli distribution,
fpgn, piq “ gnpi
νn “ rKpxn, xqsgnr1´Kpxn, xqsp1´gnqp1px|pi, ωqν
(4.6)
with the probability Kpxn, xq P p0, 1q. The thinned Poisson process has the nice
property that the thinned CRM remains the same type of the original one, with SNΓP
a special case. SNΓP also fits into the GM-dependent CRMs (Lijoi and Pru¨nster,
2014).
4.3 Leveraging GPs
In this section we introduce the GBP model for feature learning practice, where GPs
are applied on a shared BP to build adaptive dependencies.
4.3.1 GBP Model
Assume that the beta process B is drawn as represented in (2.7), from which the
features (“dishes”) tωiu and associated probabilities tpiiu are defined. Besides we
have N covariates txnun“1:N , which represent the N data samples (“customers”), for
which the group of dependent feature learning measures tBnun“1:N are constructed.
The features tωiu are shared across all tBnun“1:N .
By following the framework in Section 4.2.1, for p1 in practice we simply choose
a uniform distribution on X as same as in (Ren et al., 2011a), since frequently the
correspondence between tωiu and txiu is unknown. For p2 we choose the GP, p2 “
N pg|µ,Σq, to elicit the adaptiveness. Here µ “ rmpx, x1q,mpx, x2q, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,mpx, xNqs
is the mean vector, Σ is the covariate matrix with Σn,n1 “ kpxn, xn1q, where m and k
are the mean and covariance functions of the GP. g is the N dimensional Gaussian
vector evaluated at the underlying covariates txnun“1:N . The Le´vy measure of GBP
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is given by
νX “ N pg|µ,Σqp1px|pi, ωqν (4.7)
Next a sigmoid function, σ: R ÞÑ r0, 1s, is used to obtain the probability vectors
σpgiq “ rσpg1i q, σpg2i q, ¨ ¨ ¨ , σpgNi qs, i “ 1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ . We choose σ a logistic function,
leads to the coupling function of GBP,
fpgn, piq “ pi
1` e´gn (4.8)
Obviously the f in (4.8) satisfies the conditions given in Section 4.2.1. Then tBnun“1:N
in the form of (4.2) form a group of dependent feature learning measures. This GBP
model generalizes the parametric form for a localized (in covariate space) kernel in
(Ren et al., 2011a) and (Foti et al., 2013), with a nonparametric kernel form consti-
tuted via GPs to elicit adaptiveness to the data.
4.3.2 Gaussian Process on Matrix
The GPs in (4.7) can be concisely expressed by a GP on a matrix (Yu et al., 2007).
G “ rgJ1 , gJ2 , ¨ ¨ ¨ sJ „ GPpm, rδ, ksq
Epgni q “ mpxi, xnq, 1 ď i ă 8, 1 ď n ď N
Covpgni , gn1i1 q “ δpxi, xi1qkpxn, xn1q,
1 ď i, i1 ă 8, 1 ď n, n1 ď N
(4.9)
where m : X ˆ X ÞÑ R is the mean function, δ, k : X ˆ X ÞÑ R are the covariance
functions along the rows and columns of G respectively. δpxi, xi1q “ 1, when i “ i1;
and δpxi, xi1q “ 0, when i ‰ i1, to guarantee the completely random property of
tBnun“1:N .
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4.3.3 Truncation
As illustrated in (4.9), the GPs gi are independently drawn w.r.t. i “ 1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ . In
practice, the number of atoms tωiu is limited to a finite number. Such truncation
can be learned nonparametrically as described in the Indian buffet process (IBP)
(Griffiths and Ghahramani, 2005), or calculated based on ranked jump sizes (Fergu-
son and Klass, 1972; Wang and Carin, 2012), or obtained by putting a threshold on
the jump size (Wolpert et al., 2011). Since only a relatively small subset of tpiiu are
large, in practice we truncate to a large number of atoms I, and the model infers the
number of atoms with significant probability pii.
4.3.4 Adaptive Dependencies
Here we present the dependency form of GBP under conditions consistent with the
model practice as shown in (4.11), where the number of features is truncated to a
finite I, and the beta process B is drawn from a prior with pii „ Betapα, βq, i “
1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , I. For @A P F , the correlation between Bn and Bn1 is given by
CorrpBnpAq, Bn1pAqq “ xρ
n,ρn
1y
||ρn||2 ¨ ||ρn1 ||2 (4.10)
where the vectors ρn “ rσpgn1˚q, σpgn2˚q, ¨ ¨ ¨ sJ, ρn1 “ rσpgn11˚q, σpgn12˚q, ¨ ¨ ¨ sJ, with atoms
ω1˚ , ω2˚ , ¨ ¨ ¨ P A. The derivation of (4.10) and the general dependency form of GBP
are given in the Appendix.
Since ρn and ρn
1
are updated by the GP in model inference, the dependencies in
(4.10) are learned from the practical data. In fact the GP on matrix representation in
(4.9) helps to reveal the relationship between the GBP and models with parametric
forms of dependency, for example the KBP. In KBP, pi is weighted with a fixed kernel
function Kpxn, xiq, which entails fixed dependencies determined by the specific form
of K. While for the GBP, the GP prior is applied to elicit a soft kernel function
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adaptive to the intrinsic dependencies in the data.
4.4 Model & Inference
4.4.1 Model Description
We apply the GBP model for feature learning. Here the covariate set txnun“1:N
corresponds to N data samples, and tωiui“1:I are features, where I is an upper
bound on the number of features used. tzni ui,n is the set of binary observations,
where zni “ 1 indicates that data with covariates xn chooses feature ωi, and zni “ 0
represents otherwise.
We construct a group of dependent CRMs tBnun“1:N , as in Section 4.3, to rep-
resent the selection probability of customers txnun“1:N upon these features tωiui“1:I .
pii is the shared probability on atom ωi, which is drawn from the BP B. gi “
rg1i , g2i , ¨ ¨ ¨ , gNi s decides the data-dependent tendencies of the N data samples, with
covariates txnu, on choosing the feature ωi. The model posterior is
pptpii,µi,Σiu|tzni uq9
Iź
i“1
N pgi|µi,ΣiqBetappii|α, βq
ˆ
Nź
n“1
p pii
1` e´gni q
zni p1´ pii
1` e´gni q
p1´zni q
(4.11)
where µi, Σi are the mean vector and covariance matrix for the Gaussian prior of
gi, and α, β are the parameters for the beta distribution prior for pii.
4.4.2 Model Inference
The inference of the model in (4.11) is performed via a Gibbs sampler. The dif-
ficulty in the inference comes from coupling gni and pii, which inspires two auxil-
iary Bernoulli random variables ani and b
n
i for each observation z
n
i . To be specific,
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ani „ Bernoullippiiq, bni „ Bernoullip 11`e´gni q, which is the same idea as employed in
(Ren et al., 2011a). Since tpii,µi,Σiu are independent w.r.t. the index i, we drop i
for notational conciseness in this section.
Sample an and bn: If zn “ 1, then an “ bn “ 1. If zn “ 0,$’’&’’%
ppan “ 0, bn “ 0|zn “ 0q “ p1´piqre´gn{p1`e´gn qs
1´pi{p1`e´gn q
ppan “ 0, bn “ 1|zn “ 0q “ p1´piq{p1`e´gn q
1´pi{p1`e´gn q
ppan “ 1, bn “ 0|zn “ 0q “ pire´gn{p1`e´gn qs
1´pi{p1`e´gn q
Sample pi: After an is obtained, pi and µ, Σ are decoupled. The posterior of pi
follows a beta-Bernoulli conjugate result: pi „ Betapα`řNn“1 an, β`N ´řNn“1 anq.
Sample g: After bn is obtained, the part involving µ, Σ in (4.11) is given
as: ppµ,Σ|tbnuq9N pg|µ,ΣqśNn“1 e´gnp1´bnq1`e´gn . This conditional distribution is a la-
tent Gaussian model (LGM) with Bernoulli-Logit likelihood. For the inference of
ppµ,Σ|tbnuq, we apply the Gibbs sampler developed in (Polson et al., 2012) which
is characterized with a Po´lya-Gamma distribution. First an augment variable λ is
drawn from Po´lya-Gamma distributions:
λn|gn ind„ PGp1, gnq, n “ 1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , N (4.12)
where PGp¨, ¨q refers to the Po´lya-Gamma distribution. Then the Gibbs sampler for
updating µ, Σ is given by:
Σ˚ “ pΛ`Σ´1q´1, µ˚ “ Σ˚pκ`Σ´1µq (4.13)
where κ “ rb1 ´ 1{2, b2 ´ 1{2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , bN ´ 1{2sT , Λ “ diagpλ1, λ2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , λNq. Then g is
sampled from Gaussian with the updated µ˚, Σ˚:
g|µ˚,Σ˚ „ N pµ˚,Σ˚q (4.14)
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4.5 Experiments
We perform experiments with the GBP model described in Section 4.4, considering
two real-world datasets. The first one corresponds to time-dependent gene expression
data extracted from human blood samples. Specifically, in a controlled study (Woods
et al., 2013), humans were exposed to the H3N2 influenza virus, and the samples
correspond to the time-dependent variation of the gene expression data as the host
(human body) responds to the virus. In this example the covariate xn for sample n
corresponds to time from the point of virus exposure (the covariates for the different
people need not be exactly at the same time, and this is accounted for via the GP).
The second class of real-world examples corresponds to analysis of patches of
contiguous pixels, taken from a digital image. Here the covariate xn is the two-
dimensional spatial location of the center of patch n. In this application we consider
recovery of missing color pixels (“inpainting”).
For both real-world datasets, we show the adaptive dependencies that the GBP
model discovers, by following (4.10), and compared with the plain BP and the KBP
(Ren et al., 2011a) as a parametric way to elicit dependencies. For plain BP there
is no such correlations (since covariates are not used explicitly) and for KBP the
correlations are fixed due to the fixed form of the kernel function. We show the
performance improvement of the GBP model over BP and KBP models for image
inpainting, with the quantitative peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) results presented.
When presenting results, we consider different choices in the details of GBP, which
underscores how it leverages covariates, and how it may be refined and tailored based
on the details of the problem under study.
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4.5.1 Factor Analysis For Feature Learning
The experiments on real-world data are performed with a factor analysis (FA) feature
model which is reviewed here:
Y “ DpZ d Sq ` E (4.15)
where Y P RPˆN is the observed data matrix, whose columns correspond to N data
samples. Matrix D P RPˆI is the feature matrix for a total of I features, S P RIˆN
is the factor score matrix, E P RPˆN represents the noise or residual, and d denotes
the Hadamard (pointwise) vector product. We construct a FA model along the basic
lines in (Zhou et al., 2009), with the priors of D, S, and E given as:
ωi „ N p0, P´1IP q (4.16)
sn „ N p0, γ´1s IIq, n „ N p0, γ´1 IP q
where ωi, s
n, and n are the columns of D, S, and E, IP is the P -dimensional identity
matrix, and γs, γ are the precisions of s
n, n, with diffuse Gap10´6, 10´6q priors.
The model is slightly modified based upon the details of the data. In the context
of the denoising example n consists of a sum of Gaussian and spiky noise. In this
case component j of n is represented nj “ n1j ` n2j, with n1j „ N p0, γ´1 q and
n2j „ ζδ0` p1´ ζqppq, for ζ P p0, 1q and ppq a uniform distribution, detailed below.
This model for spiky noise was also considered in (Ren et al., 2011a).
In the BP model (Paisley and Carin, 2009), the binary matrix of dictionary usage,
Z, is learned via the shared BP, i.e., all N data choose the ith feature ωi with the
same probability pii. In KBP, this probability is made data-specific, via a localized
kernel function, i.e., the nth data selects ωi with probability Kpxn, xi, ψqpii. We also
apply the FA model described in (4.15) and (4.16) with Z learned via GBP, and make
comparisons to the FA models of BP and KBP in the image-processing applications.
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4.5.2 Influenza Data
We analyze H3N2 influenza gene expression data described in (Woods et al., 2013).
The data are defined by P “ 12, 023 genes, sampled at N “ 14 to N “ 16 time
instances from 17 volunteers (N is not the same for each). We set I “ 15. The
time instances (covariates) at which gene-expression data are acquired are in units
of hours after inoculation, where ´5 means 5 hours prior to inoculation (baseline
data).
Clinical symptom scores are also given by doctors, quantified based on the severity
of the symptoms developed by the subjects at a given point in time, with time points
defining the covariates (see (Woods et al., 2013) for details). We wish to examine
the relationship between clinical symptoms and the inferred covariate-dependent
correlation, quantified via (4.10), averaged over the MCMC collection samples. Here
we run 800 burn-in samples, and 200 collection samples. The 17 subjects are analyzed
jointly, sharing the factor-loading matrix D, with distinct GBP prior on the feature
choosing probability of each subject.
In this application of the GBP, the transition probability p1px|pi, ωq in (4.7) is
chosen as a uniform distribution on the covariate set, xi
ind„ Uniformptxnun“1:Nq; the
prior Gaussian process in (4.11) are given as follows with c a coefficient and ψ the
precision. We set c “ 0.1, ψ “ 0.1.
mpxi, xnq “ ´c||xn ´ xi||2
kpxn, xn1q “ e´ψ||xn´xn1 ||22
(4.17)
In this setup the xi serve to locate the temporal region over which ωi is important,
with the expectation that certain factors may be important at particular (contigu-
ous) points in time, around xi. However, note that mpxi, xnq is only the GP prior,
and therefore the model has the flexibility to adapt the characteristics of gi, which
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characterizes the dependence/usage of ωi across covariate space (time here). In fact
in the experiments we observe that the GBP model is not sensitive w.r.t. the spe-
cific values of the model parameters, c and ψ. Given sufficient iterations, the GPs
converge adaptively based on the data.
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Figure 4.1: Results for Influenza data. (a) (b) In color at bottom, correlations of the
gene expression data, at different time instances (covariates), from the posterior for two
subjects. The top figures represent the associated doctor-provided symptom scores for
these people. (c) (d) Discriminative factors.
For the subject considered in Figure 4.1(a), based on the inferred correlations, the
15 observed time instances may be divided into two distinct sets of times (in hours):
t´5, 0, 5, 12, 29, 36, 45.5u and t60, 69.5, 77, 84, 93.5, 101u, with the low correlations
between the two sets indicating distinct stages in host response to the virus. This is
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verified by the clinical symptom scores, where the first set corresponds to the stage
when there are no or limited symptoms, and the second set corresponds to the onset
and persistence of symptoms.
An interesting time is 53 hours after virus exposure, around which there is a
transition in the observed symptoms, and in the correlations. Another interesting
time is the last point 108 hours, which shows low correlations with the second set
(the person appears to be going back to the presymptom state). Similar but distinct
behavior is observed for the second subject, considered in Figure 4.1(b). One of the
factors, associated with a loading ωi, appears to be particularly well linked in time to
the onset of symptoms, called the “discriminative factor”, shown in (c) and (d). The
characteristic of the factor are consistent with the findings in (Woods et al., 2013),
concerning important genes.
4.5.3 Image Inpainting
In the image processing experiments (both inpainting and denoising), we apply the
GBP, KBP, and BP with the FA model described in (4.15) and (4.16). For the
image processing application we wish to impose that a given atom ωi may be used at
multiple (possibly distant) regions across the image, and therefore we impose c “ 0
to facilitate this flexibility, whereas the parametric methods like the KBP localize
the usage of an ωi in the vicinity of a particular location xi in the sense of fixed
kernels. for the covariance function of the GPs, we apply the Laplacian kernel with
ψ “ 0.1, to avoid the possible rank deficiency of the covariance matrices.
We consider a 512 ˆ 512 RGB ‘Barbara’ image for the image inpainting demon-
stration. The patch size is 16ˆ 16 (resulting in P “ 768 for the RGB data), with a
total of N “ 1024 patches. The patches are vectorized and form a 768 ˆ 1024 data
matrix Y . The total number of image features is set to I “ 256.
For the image inpainting, 30% of the RGB pixels on the Barbara image are missing
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Figure 4.2: Image inpainting with the GBP model on the ‘Barbara’ image. (a) The
corrupted image with 30% RGB pixels missing uniformly at random. PSNR=11.64 dB.
(b) The restored image by GBP, after 100 Gibbs iterations. PSNR=37.94 dB. (c) 256
image features tωiu from the maximum-likelihood sample, ordered from top-left based on
the frequency of usage. (d) Comparison of the PSNR yielded by GBP, KBP, and BP, as
a function of MCMC iterations, with a zoomed-in region shown. (e) Correlation matrix of
the patches in the top 2 rows of (b). (f) Correlation matrix of the patches in the second
row.
uniformly at random, as shown in Figure 4.2(a), with the peak signal-to-noise ratio
11.64 (PSNR, in units of dB). (b) shows the restored image by the GBP after 100
Gibbs iteration, with PSNR 37.94. We omit the original image since the restored
image essentially looks the same. Figure 4.2(c) shows the 256 image features learned
via the FA model with GBP, ordered by their frequency of usage (from top-left).
Note that the most widely used ωi capture basic color and texture, while detailed
but less frequently used ωi are deeper in Figure 4.2(c) (e.g., texture associated with
details in the hatched scarf).
Figure 4.2(d) shows a comparison of the PSNR manifested by GBP, KBP, and
BP, over the first 100 iterations. The MCMC sampler converges quickly to a good
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solution, from a random initialization, although clearly the number of samples is
small relative to acquiring a sufficient number of samples to fully characterize the
posterior (which is not our purpose). This phenomenon (fast MCMC convergence to
a practically useful solution) has been observed repeatedly with such models (Zhou
et al., 2009, 2011). Similar fast convergence to a practically “useful” solution was
also observed for the gene data.
In comparing the performance of BP, KBP and GBP, the parameters of the FA
models and model initialization are exactly the same, to guarantee fairness. In the
image inpainting, the PSNR becomes stable after 500 Gibbs iterations for all the
three models. We run a total of 1000 iterations and take the first 800 iterations for
burn in, and average the last 200 for records, which yields the PSNR results for the
GBP is 41.18, KBP is 40.87, and BP is 40.73.
The dependencies between the image patches learned via the GBP model, follow-
ing (4.10), are shown in Figure 4.2(e) and (f). Again the correlations are calculated
by averaging the collection samples. Subfigure (e) shows the correlations of the 2ˆ32
image patches in the top two rows of the image. Since the indexes of the patches are
labeled by row, the 33th patch is right below the 1st patch, resulting a high correlation
between them, as clearly observed in (e).
Figure 4.2(f) shows the correlation between the 32 image patches in the second
row, which is labeled as in (b). We put the 32 patches along the two sides of the
correlation matrix to make a clear observation. In (f), there are two conspicuously
high-correlated groups observed. The first group includes the patches from the books
on the shelf, corresponding to the upper-left part on the correlation matrix. The high
correlations come from the similarities between these patches. The second group
comes from the patches of the chair, corresponding to the lower-right part on the
correlation matrix. There are also strong correlations between the pure pink and red
patches.
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4.6 Summary
A unifying framework for building dependent CRMs by leveraging covariate informa-
tion is presented. Different with the hierarchical constructions as in HDP (Teh et al.,
2006) and HBP (Thibaux and Jordan, 2007a) where the sharing of atoms is accom-
plished by inheriting from parent processes, this framework applies various marked
Poisson processes parameterized by covariates. Not confined to multiplication form
in (4.8), diversified coupling functions, e.g. exponential forms of pi, can be used to
facilitate different types of dependencies constructed within the framework.
As a concrete example the GBP model is developed for adaptively learning de-
pendencies in the data, enriching the usage of GP. The inference of the GBP is
performed with a fully analytic Gibbs sampler, with adaptive dependencies discov-
ered and superior quantitative results yielded. The GBP model may also be extended
to non-completely random cases by replacing the delta kernel function in (4.9) and
thus introducing dependencies between the features. This extension can be espe-
cially useful for modeling problems where the data are better described by stochastic
processes with partially dependent increments.
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Appendix A
Gaussian beta process
A.1 The framework of dependent CRMs
A.1.1 Background
Le´vy process
A Le´vy process is essentially a stochastic process with independent increments (Ap-
plebaum, 2009). Let X be a stochastic process defined on a probability space
pΩ,F ,Pq. For simplicity assume Ω “ R` which may correspond to time, and F
is the Borel field on R`. We say X is a Le´vy process if:
(L1) Xp0q “ 0 almost surely;
(L2) For any 0 ď t1 ď ¨ ¨ ¨ ď tN ď 8, Xptn ´ tn´1q and Xptn´1 ´ tn´2q, 2 ď n ď N ,
are independent;
(L3) X is stochastically continuous, i.e., for @c ą 0 and @s ě 0
lim
tÑs Pp|Xptq ´Xpsq| ą cq “ 0 (A.1)
The characteristic function of a Le´vy process X is given by the Le´vy-Khintchine
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formula: for @t ě 0,
EpejuXptqq “ exptjaut´ 1
2
σ2tu2 ` t
ż
Rzt0u
rejux ´ 1´ juxIp|x| ă 1qsνpdxqu (A.2)
where a P R, σ ě 0, Ip¨q is the indicator function, and ν is the Le´vy measure which
satisfies the condition ż
Rzt0u
minpx2, 1qνpdxq ă 8 (A.3)
A Le´vy process X can be decomposed into three independent components, a
linear drift, a Brownian motion and a compound Poisson process by the Le´vy-Ito¯
decomposition, which results the Le´vy-Khintchine triplet ta, σ2, νu. Note that in the
three laws of the Le´vy process the stationary condition is not required. So here the
term ‘Le´vy process’ also includes the inhomogeneous Le´vy process, such as the beta
process whose concentration is not constant.
Completely random measure
A set function µ on a measurable space pΩ,Fq is a measure if it satisfies the three
conditions below (Billingsley, 1995):
(M1) For @A P F , µpAq P r0,8s;
(M2) µpHq “ 0;
(M3) if A1,A2,A3, ¨ ¨ ¨ are disjoint measurable sets in F , and if Y8n“1An P F , then
µpY8n“1Anq “
ř8
n“1 µpAnq.
A random measure Φ on a measure space pΩ,Fq is termed ‘completely random’ if
for any disjoint setsA1,A2,A3, ¨ ¨ ¨ P F the random variables ΦpA1q,ΦpA2q,ΦpA3q, ¨ ¨ ¨
are independent (Kingman, 1967). A completely random measure (CRM) Φ can be
split into three independent components:
Φ “ Φf ` Φd ` Φo (A.4)
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where Φf “ řωPI φpωqδω is the fixed component, with the atoms in I fixed and the
jump φpωq random; I is a countable set in F . The deterministic component Φd is a
deterministic measure on pΩ,Fq. Φf and Φd are relatively less interesting compared
to the third component Φo, which is called the ordinary component of Φ. According
to (Kingman, 1967), Φo is discrete with both random atoms and jumps.
The category of the pure-jump non-decreasing Le´vy processes also fits into the
family of CRM (Kingman, 1967) (Kingman, 1993). The beta process, gamma pro-
cess, Bernoulli process all belong to this category. The Le´vy processes/CRMs in this
category have simple forms of the Le´vy-Khintchine formula.
We use the beta process as an example. Let B „ BPpcpωq, µpdωqq be a beta
process on pΩ,Fq. Since B only has jump increments, the drift term and Brownian
motion term in its Le´vy-Khintchine representation disappear. And since B is non-
decreasing, i.e. B is a subordinator, the term juxIp|x| ă 1q in the integral of (A.2)
is also gone. Then the Le´vy-Khintchine formula of the beta process B is given by,
for @A P F ,
ErejuBpAqs “ expt
ż
r0,1sˆA
pejupi ´ 1qνpdpi, dωqu
νpdpi, dωq “ cpωqpi´1p1´ piqcpωq´1dpiµpdωq
(A.5)
where ν is the Le´vy measure of the beta process B. Note the Le´vy measure ν in
(A.5) also comprises the base measure µpdωq on Ω, which is different with the Le´vy
measure shown in (A.2) where the Lesbegue measure on R` is implicitly applied as
the base measure.
The Le´vy measure ν in (A.5) can be regarded as the mean measure of the under-
lying Poisson process of B, denoted as Π. Since ν is characterized with an improper
beta distribution, whose integral over p0, 1q is infinite, Π has an infinite number of
points drawn from ν, denoted as tpii, ωiu8i“1, yielding the series expression of the beta
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process:
B “
8ÿ
i“1
piiδωi (A.6)
where pii is the jump which happens at atom ωi.
Marked Poisson process
Assume there is a CRM B in the form of (A.6), with its underlying Poisson process
Π of the mean measure νpdpi, dωq on the product space R` ˆ Ω. Then by the
Marking Theorem (Kingman, 1993), with a transition probability ppx|pi, ωq, Π can
be marked to form a Poisson process Π˚ of the mean measure ν˚ on an augmented
space X ˆ R` ˆ Ω:
ν˚pdx, dpi, dωq “ ppdx|pi, ωqνpdpi, dωq (A.7)
with the points of Π˚ denoted as txi, pii, ωiu8i“1.
A.1.2 Basic framework
Our goal is to build a group of dependent CRMs tBnun“1:N on Ω, based on a shared
CRM B, and a covariate set txnun“1:N which naturally comes up with the real-world
data.
Covariate set
Assume we have a set of fixed covariates in the covariate space X , denoted as
txnun“1:N . The covariates typically correspond to the spatial information borne in
the real-world data, e.g. the time instances of the gene expression (X “ R`), loca-
tions of the patches on an image plane (X “ R2), etc. The N covariates txnun“1:N are
associated with the N data samples, for which we try to build N dependent CRMs
on Ω, tBnun“1:N , whose dependencies are reflected by the relationships between the
covariates txnun“1:N .
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Two-step marked Poisson processes
Since the covariate space X and the Ω are usually not the same, the underlying
Poisson process Π of B is marked to a Poisson process Π˚ on X ˆ R` ˆ Ω by a
transition law p1px|pi, ωq, as described in Section A.1.1, to allow the incorporation of
the covariate information, through the ‘bridge’ txiu8i“1.
To achieve this incorporation, Π˚ is further marked with a covariate-parameterized
transition probability, p2ptgnun“1:N |txnun“1:N , xq, to a Poisson process ΠX on the
product space RN ˆ X ˆ R` ˆ Ω. Since both the transition p1 and p2 are appropri-
ate probability laws, ΠX is a well-defined Poisson process by the Marking theorem
(Kingman, 1993).
For ΠX , its components on RN are vectors tgiu8i“1, where gi “ rg1i , g2i , ¨ ¨ ¨ , gNi s.
And the point set tgi, xi, pii, ωiu8i“1 forms the Poisson process ΠX , with the covariate
information incorporated into gi. There are correlations between the elements of
gi, g
1
i , g
2
i , ¨ ¨ ¨ , gNi , which are introduced by the transition probability p2. And such
correlations are combined with the jump of B, pii, by the coupling function to form
the dependent CRMs tBnun“1:N .
Coupling function
The coupling function f : R ˆ R Ñ R` is a fixed function to combined tgiu8i“1 and
tpiiu8i“1 to form the dependent CRMs tBnun“1:N . The CRM Bn, 1 ď n ď N , can be
expressed as
Bn “
8ÿ
i“1
fpgni , piiqδωi (A.8)
with fpgni , piiq the jump of Bn at ωi. tBnun“1:N can be regarded as a Le´vy process
with N -dimensional jumps fi “ rfpg1i , piiq, fpg2i , piiq, ¨ ¨ ¨ , fpgNi , piiqs at ωi.
The coupling function f needs to meet certain conditions to make tBnun“1:N
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well-defined Le´vy processes. Here we give a set of sufficient conditions of f for the
validity of tBnun“1:N as Le´vy processes, with recalling the three laws of the Le´vy
process given in Section A.1.1. For simplicity of discussion, note thatGn “ ř8i“1 gni δxi
is also a Le´vy process, here named as the ‘auxiliary process’.
For (L1), we need fpgni , piiq “ 0 when pii “ 0; For (L2), since both tgni u8i“1 and
tpiiu8i“1 are independent w.r.t. the index i, tfpgni , piiqu8i“1 are also independent w.r.t.
i; For (L3), since both Gn and B are Le´vy processes with stochastically continuous
increments, then by the Continuous mapping theorem (Billingsley, 1968), as long as
f is continuous, Bn is also stochastically continuous. Note since continuity is true,
Bn are almost surely finite on any bounded set. The sufficient conditions of f for
tBnun“1:N to be well-defined Le´vy processes is given as below:
(A1) fp¨, 0q “ 0;
(A2) fp¨, ¨q is continous on Rˆ R;
For the validity of tBnun“1:N as CRMs, we recall the three laws of CRMs given
in Section A.1.1. For (M1), fpgni , piiq needs to be nonnegative on RˆR, and almost
surely finite on any bounded set; For (M2), there is fpgni , piiq “ 0 when pii “ 0, same
as the condition (A1); For (M3), since B is pure-jump and f is applied on the jumps
of tBnun“1:N , (M3) is naturally satisfied. The sufficient conditions of f for tBnun“1:N
to be well-defined CRMs is given as below:
(B1) fp¨, 0q “ 0;
(B2) fp¨, ¨q is non-negative on Rˆ R;
Then combine the conditions in (A) and (B), plus the fact that continuity guar-
antees almost surely finiteness on any bounded set, a sufficient set of conditions of
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f for tBnun“1:N to be both well-defined Le´vy processes as well as CRMs is given as
below:
(C1) fp¨, 0q “ 0;
(C2) fp¨, ¨q is non-negative on Rˆ R;
(C3) fp¨, ¨q is continous on Rˆ R;
Characteristic function and Le´vy measure of tBnui“1:N
If we regard the N dependent CRMs tBnun“1:N as a Le´vy process with N -dimensional
jumps, denoted as BX , then the Le´vy measure of BX , denoted as νX , is also the
mean measure of its underlying Poisson process ΠX . With the Marking theorem, νX
is given by
νX pdg, dx, dpi, dωq “ p2pg|txnun“1:N , xqdgp1px|pi, ωqdxνpdpi, dωq (A.9)
For notation conciseness, denote g “ rg1, g2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , gN s,
BX pAq “ rB1pAq, B2pAq, ¨ ¨ ¨ , BNpAqs, f “ rfpg1, piq, fpg2, piq, ¨ ¨ ¨ , fpgN , piqs. With
the Campbell’s theorem (Kingman, 1993), the Le´vy-Khintchine formula of BX is
given by
Erejxu,BX pAqys “ expt
ż
RNˆXˆRˆA
pejxu,fy ´ 1qνX pdg, dx, dpi, dωqu (A.10)
The dependence between Bn and Bn
1
, 1 ď n, n1 ď N , is jointly determined by the
covariates txnun“1:N , marked Poisson processes p1, p2, and the coupling function f .
As a specific example of the framework of dependent CRMs presented in this paper,
we show the Le´vy-Khintchine formula and the correlation form for the GPBP.
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A.2 Correlation between Bn and Bn
1
Given a beta process B „ BPpcpωq, µpdωqq, and the Bn, Bn1 following the GPBP
construction presented in main manuscript, @ A P F , the correlation between BnpAq
and Bn
1pAq is given by
CorrpBnpAq, Bn1pAqq “
ş
A CovpρnpxqBpdωq, ρn
1pxqBpdωqq
tşA VarpρnpxqBpdωqq ¨ şA Varpρn1pxqBpdωqqu 12
“
ř
i:ωiPA ρ
n
i ρ
n1
i Varppiiq
tři:ωiPApρni q2Varppiiq ¨ři:ωiPApρn1i q2Varppiiqu 12
(A.11)
In (A.11) we observe that ρn,ρn
1
, where the vectors ρn “ rσpgn1˚q, σpgn2˚q, ¨ ¨ ¨ sJ,
ρn
1 “ rσpgn11˚q, σpgn12˚q, ¨ ¨ ¨ sJ, with atoms ω1˚ , ω2˚ , ¨ ¨ ¨ P A and 1˚, 2˚, ¨ ¨ ¨ are the index
of atoms falling in A, play the role to tune the correlation between Bn and Bn1 , by
the adaptiveness of the Gaussian processes. In practice as described in the GPBP
model construction in the main manuscript, we assume that the number of features
is truncated to a finite I, and the beta process B is drawn from a prior with pii „
Betapα, βq, i “ 1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , I. In this case, the correlation between Bn and Bn1 can be
simplified as the cosine of the angle between the vectors ρn,ρn
1
.
CorrpBnpAq, Bn1pAqq “ Varppiiq
ř
i:ωiPA ρ
n
i ρ
n1
i
Varppiiqtři:ωiPApρni q2 ¨ři:ωiPApρn1i q2u 12
“
ř
i:ωiPA ρ
n
i ρ
n1
i
tři:ωiPApρni q2 ¨ři:ωiPApρn1i q2u 12
“ ă ρ
n,ρn
1 ą
‖ ρn ‖2 ¨ ‖ ρn1 ‖2
(A.12)
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